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Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. They are built with some of the most advanced technology in the industry, and each
one is custom-fitted to work with a specific make and model. Some automotive manufacturers
install a special socket on the vehicle to be used for vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Although this
special socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a CURT custom wiring connector -- also called
a T-connector -- utilizes the socket for simple, stress-free installation. Rather than requiring you
to cut, splice and solder into your vehicle's wiring system, the custom wiring connector uses a
single OEM-compatible plug and instantly provides a standard, universal vehicle-to-trailer
wiring connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All CURT custom wiring connectors are
made vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation and the best fit. This particular plug-in
connector provides a 4-way flat socket and is designed to be a custom wiring option for certain
years of the Toyota Highlander factory tow package required; to verify your vehicle
compatibility, see application info. It comes with all necessary hardware to establish a solid
connection. It also comes with a dust cover to keep the connector socket clean when not in use.
To ensure long-lasting reliability, all CURT custom wiring connectors are thoroughly tested for
optimal functionality. Stress is the last thing you should feel when towing a trailer -- whether
you're hauling your RV to that favorite camping destination, your ATVs up to the hunting
grounds or your fishing boat to the new hidden hotspot. At CURT, we think your towing
equipment should add to the enjoyment of your experience, not detract from it. CURT offers
custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you
there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring
harness is the easiest way to equip your vehicle with the proper electrical connection for towing
a trailer. Our custom wiring offers simple, plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing
required, and provides a reliable connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each
CURT custom trailer wiring harness is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This
makes installation hassle-free and ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers
two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors.
Both are made for specific vehicles, and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply
requires access to the taillight wiring. A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into
a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it
does make installing very easy. Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a
specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness
for your vehicle is easy. Simply use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes
for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life
for the trailer light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations,
conditions that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech.
Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day
shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order
within 23 hrs and 50 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from.
Sold by. Brand: Curt Manufacturing. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Ships
from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer.
Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. Reliable power. Key features of CURT trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play
installation Constructed with SMT circuitry Provides a standard trailer wiring output, usually
4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover included to keep connector clean when not in use. Installation of
CURT custom vehicle trailer wiring. Two types of trailer wiring CURT offers two types of custom
trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring
connectors A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket

on the vehicle. Both vehicle-specific Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made
for a specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Selecting custom wiring Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom
trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured
with automated processes for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes
optimum intensity and life for the trailer light. Durable performance Surface mount technology
is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions that are common while towing,
compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. So I
have an e try one of those now. Any way it the new kit worked great and this kit fits also it was
the best price I could find so all in all it worked out well. Be sure and check to see if your car
has a converter installed or just needs a taillight pigtail. Tow-ready means it is equipped with
heavy duty equipment to tow a trailer not that it is good to go. One person found this helpful. My
Highlander has the tow package at least factory hitch but did not have the needed converter.
Get the unit with the converter included for a few bucks more and save some headache!
Otherwise I think this would have been fine. Check your highlander before you buy - chances
are if you have a highlander with a v6 you have the tow package but still need the higher priced
Curt with the second part of the wire harness system. Look under your tire changing area to
find out which one you need. This isn't the correct part for a new install in reference to the
Highlander wiring harness, I suggest item trailer connector for new installs. If you dont have the
tow package on your highlander ,there's another part that you must buy. The lady on the phone
told me that this cable would be enough if I have a towing package, she was wrong. Needed
more parts to make it work. It did the job but it would have been nice if they had the right end on
it. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Look up you-tube video to simplify install.
Works as described. Easy install. Report abuse. Description misleading. Only half of what most
ppl need to connect a trailer. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: trailer
wire connector , toyota highlander accessories , highlander accessories. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. A CURT custom wiring connector sometimes called a
T-connector is a simple, plug-and-play electrical device that eliminates the need for cutting,
splicing and soldering when installing vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Most vehicles do not come ready
to tow. Unless your vehicle has a towing package, it is probably not equipped with a trailer
wiring connector. This is where CURT's custom wiring connectors come into play. A custom
wiring connector uses a single original equipment plug to plug into a special socket provided
by your vehicle. Though this option is not available on every vehicle, some automotive
manufacturers design their vehicles to be easily equipped for towing by supplying a socket,
integrated into the vehicle's electrical system, to readily accept a custom wiring connector. With
a CURT custom wiring connector, there is no need to tap into the taillight assembly because a
special socket is already provided. This custom wiring connector provides a 4-way flat
connector socket and is designed to be a custom wiring option for certain years of the Toyota
Highlander to verify your vehicle c
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ompatibility, see the CURT application guide at curtmfg. CURT custom wiring connectors are
designed to be long-lasting and simple to install. They come with dust covers to keep your
connector clean when not in use and feature a one-year limited warranty to give you peace of
mind. Log in or Create account. Cart 0. Menu Cart 0. Vehicle Specific Fit Vehicle fitment data

provided from the manufacturer. Description A CURT custom wiring connector sometimes
called a T-connector is a simple, plug-and-play electrical device that eliminates the need for
cutting, splicing and soldering when installing vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Features Plugs into
existing OEM vehicle socket to provide a 4-way flat socket Simple plug-and-play design
eliminates the need for cutting or splicing 4-way flat output connects tail lights, brake lights and
turn signals Dust cover included to keep connector clean when not in use Backed by a limited
one-year warranty. Notes OE replacement 4-flat. More from this collection.

